DENVER BREED SPECIFIC LEGISLATION

M
All scientifically valid research
shows the same results: there is no
way to determine aggressiveness
or dangerousness of dogs based
on breed.123 All dogs are capable
of biting4 and all large breed
dogs share similar likelihood to
bite and severity of bite.

Animal aggression
is a result of breed.

A visual assessment is able
to identify what breeds and
what percentage of those
breeds exist within a dog.

A dog that is 51% or more of a
banned breed is dangerous,
while a dog that is 50% or
less of a banned breed is safe
to live among our citizens.

Breed Specific Legislation
makes cities safer.

Breed Specific Legislation
makes Denver safer.

Breed Specific Legislation
is a reasonable burden to
place on the taxpayer.

The government has the right
to seize or destroy your
propey without cause.

Scientists and animal experts agree:
it is impossible to accurately
determine the different breeds that
exist within a dog based on its
appearance.56 There are many
recorded instances throughout
Colorado and the country where
multiple animal professionals
assessed the very same dog using
the standards outlined in Denver BSL
and came up with conflicting results.

The 51% number is arbitrary and
unenforceable.7 Not only is there
no way to visually determine what
percentage of different breeds are
present in mixed-breed dogs,8
there is no way to determine what
percentage of a specific breed’s
genes in a dog’s DNA would
theoretically make it safe or
dangerous. The subjective nature
of visual breed assessment by
animal control officers means that
Denver citizens’ due process rights
are violated over and over.9

BSL fails to reduce the risk of dog
bites10 and in many cases directly
or indirectly leads to an increase in
dog bites and attacks.11121314 The
focus on dog breeds gives the
public a false sense of security,
punishes people for owning dogs
that have never been involved in
an incident, and distracts attention
from the actual, research-based
solutions to preventing dog bites including socialization,
spaying/neutering, and stricter
leash laws.15 Cities, counties, and
countries16 around the world are
replacing BSL with effective
breed-neutral legislation.

BSL has been law in Denver since
1989 and yet Denver consistently
ranks as one of the worst cities in the
country for most dog bites. Dog
attacks on postal workers in Denver
have doubled in five years. Denver
ranks higher than the vast majority of
cities in the country, that do not have
Breed Specific Legislation.1718 In fact,
Colorado is full of cities that do not
have BSL and they all have fewer dog
bites per capita annually than Denver.

It costs the city $90/week to
house a single dog; from
investigation to impound to
euthanization, BSL costs the city
roughly $256/dog.1920 At its highest
point, attempted enforcement of
BSL cost the city and residents of
Denver nearly one million dollars in
a single year on a law that does
not work. BSL exhausts the limited
resources of underfunded animal
control programs and costs
communities big bucks.21

There is literally no other instance
in the United States where the
government is legally allowed to
seize or destroy the property of a
private citizen without cause. This
law violates your property rights.
BSL has also been challenged in
multiple states and cities on
account of overly vague
procedural due process. The
Massachusetts Supreme Court
found its BSL unconstitutional in
1989.22 In another case, after
hearing extensive expert
testimony, an Ohio appeals court
found in Tellings vs. Ohio, that
“BSL is not only ineffective and
inefficient, but irrational.”23

MYTH

FACT

THIS IS A GOOD LAW.
We can do so much beer.
The answer is a breed-neutral, evidence-based law that
focuses on responsible ownership and animal behavior.
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